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Red Hat sealed and approved! Compiled by Red Hat’s own documentation team and reviewed by a Red Hat qualified technical expert, this comprehensive, authoritative guide delivers all the know-how you need to install, use, and customize the latest version of Red Hat Linux.

From identifying system requirements to configuring a network, this handbook provides the most specific user-focused information available. Detailed advice guides you through every option listed in the installation program. You’ll find an entire chapter devoted to the new OpenOffice.org office productivity applications as well as a chapter covering the improved graphical interface, which includes the new GNOME 2.0. Whether you’re a Red Hat Linux newcomer or a user upgrading from an older version, you’ll benefit from the technical advice and FAQs, too.

This guidebook is your single official source for documentation, instruction, and answers about Red Hat Linux 8.

An insider’s look into Red Hat Linux technology

	Select the most appropriate installation option for your need
	Solve problems that arise during installation and understand error messages
	Understand and configure the new Red Hat 8 desktop environment
	Discover how to add and update packages on your Red Hat system
	Get online with Mozilla and manipulate images using GIMP
	Configure a firewall to protect your data and privacy from hackers
	Explore package management with RPM
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Everything You Ever Wanted to Know About DVDMcGraw-Hill, 2003
JIM TAYLOR'S OFFICIAL DVD FAQ 
 When DVD newcomers and the DVD community itself want answers, they go to Jim Taylor's dvddemystified.com Website. But growing legions of DVD fans clamored for more. They asked for a book that puts DVD answers at their fingertips any time, anywhere! 

PACKED WITH ANSWERS...
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Web Development and Design Foundations with XHTML, 5th EditionAddison Wesley, 2010


	Web Development and Design Foundations with XHTML is intended for use

	in a beginning Web development course. Since CSS has become a standard for

	Web design, this edition introduces CSS early on and integrates this topic

	throughout the text, including CSS-based page layouts.

	Using Hands-On Practice exercises and Web Site Case...
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Office 2010 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The best of the best from the bestselling authors of Excel, Word, and PowerPoint Bibles!


	Take your pick of applications from the Office 2010 suite and your choice of leading experts to show you how to use them. This Office 2010 Bible features the best-of-the-best content from the Excel 2010 Bible,...
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Mastering Elixir: Build and scale concurrent, distributed, and fault-tolerant applicationsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Leverage the power of Elixir programming language to solve practical problems associated with scalability, concurrency, fault tolerance, and high availability.

	
		Key Features

		
			Enhance your Elixir programming skills using its powerful tools and abstractions
	
			Discover how to...
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Object-Oriented Programming with ActionScript 2.0 (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2004
Master the principles of object-oriented programming as it is  used with the most recent version of ActionScripting.  

	
    Object-Oriented Programming revolutionizes the way Flash  developers interact with Flash. 

    
	
    This book provides...
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Cisco Networking Simplified (2nd Edition) (Networking Technology)Cisco Press, 2008
 Now 100 percent updated for the latest technologies, this is today’s easiest, most visual guide to Cisco® networking. Even if you’ve never set up or managed a network, Cisco Networking Simplified, Second Edition, helps you quickly master the concepts you need to understand. Its full-color diagrams and...
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